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ABSTRACT 
 

Originally introduced for non-database data, Oracle ASM Cluster File System (ACFS) added the support Oracle database files 
in Oracle 12c.  Today IT organizations may leverage Oracle ACFS to establish pooling of storage across database, middleware 
and applications in their private Cloud. Come to this session to explore the Oracle ACFS and how it is used for cloud 
storage.  We will also discuss how to take advantage of some advanced features such as ACFS Snapshot, and Oracle 12c Flex 
ASM for ACFS and how to decide whether to use Oracle ASM or ACFS for Oracle Databases. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
The technical professions in IT organizations such as Oracle FBAs, system admin, storage admin and Oracle DBA and IT 
Managers can benefit from reading this whitepaper. 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

BACKGROUND 

 

White Paper 

"Does anyone know Oracle ACFS and how to use for Oracle database and applications?”   This session paper will cover the 
Oracle ACFS: its architecture and the configuration and use it for cloud application.  

 

Learner will be able to: 

 Know how ACFS provides storage polling accessible across applications and databases in cloud. 

 know how to configure Oracle ACFS through the step by step example. 

 Know some advanced topics  about ACFS:  ACFS Snapshot; use Oracle ASM or ACFS for Oracle database 

Originally introduced for non-database data, Oracle ASM Cluster File System (ACFS) added the support Oracle database files 
in Oracle 12c.  Today IT organizations may leverage Oracle ACFS to establish pooling of storage across database, 
middleware and applications in their private Cloud. Come to this session to explore the Oracle ACFS and how it is used for 
cloud storage.  We will also discuss how to take advantage of some advanced features such as ACFS Snapshot, ACFS 
Replication and Oracle 12c Flex ASM for ACFS.. 
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TECHNICAL DISCUSSIONS AND EXAMPLES 

 

Oracle ACFS for Cloud Applications 

 

Introduction to Oracle ACFS 

 

Oracle ASM Cluster File System (ACFS) was initially introduced in Oracle 11gR2 clusterware to store non-Oracle 
database files. It provides a general purpose file POSIX and windows compliant file system designed for single node 
and cluster configuration. It can support all general purpose application file data. Starting with Oracle 12cR1, it 
supports general purpose files as well as database files across multiple OS and planforms. 

 

Oracle ACFS file system is mounted in OS and accessible through OS command just like an OS file system. Oracle 
ACFS is a cluster file system shared and accessible by single/cluster nodes with unified namespace. Databases and 
applications running the cluster nodes use the same directory structure and file name to access the ACFS cluster 
files. It is integrated with Oracle clusterware High Availability resources. Oracle ACFS file systems are generically 
mounted on all Oracle Clusterware Synchronization Services (CSS) cluster member. In event of a member failure, 

Such as node failure, another cluster member quickly recovers any outstanding metadata transactions on behalf of 
failed member, access by other active cluster members and any remote client system can resume. 

 

ACFS files are stored in the Oracle ASM diskgroup, which has benefits from ASM: 

 IO load balancing through data stripping among the ASM disks 

 Data reliability through mirroring within the ASM diskgroup 

 Oracle ACFS dynamic file system resizing. 

All databases stored on Oracle ACFS can leverage Advanced Database services: snapshots, tagging, security, 
encrypting, and auditing. While ACFS provide support for all general purpose files, it doesn’t support Oracle Grid 
Infrastructure, which should be stored in local disks. It also doesn’t support other files related to Oracle Grid 
infrastructure such as OCR, Voting disks, Oracle It also doesn’t support data files and redo log files of Oracle 
Restart configuration. 

 

 

Oracle Automatic Storage Management Stack 

 

As shown in figure 1, Oracle Automatic Storage Management (ASM) instance running above the Operating system 
provides the basic functionality of Automatic Storage Management.  Oracle ASM provides the Oracle ASM files for 
Oracle Database through the ASM diskgroup; Oracle ASM instance with Oracle ACFS and Oracle ASM Dynamic 
Volume Manager (ADVM) provides the support for all customer data files including Oracle database files and all 
general-purpose application files.  Oracle ASM Dynamic Volume Manager (ADVM) provides the logical volume 
management and standard device interface to files systems such as ACFS, OCFS2 and regular ext4 file systems. As 
shown in figure 1, with both Oracle ASM and Oracle ACFS support Oracle Database files, Oracle database can be 
stored in Oracle ASM files as well as in Oracle ACFS. 
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Figure 1: Oracle Automatic Storage Management Layers 

((Source: Oracle Automatic Storage Management Administrator’s Guild, 12c Release 1 (12.1)  E41058-11 ) 

 

Figure 2 below shows an example of ASM diskgroup configuration. In this example, there are two ASM diskgroups. 

 

In ASM: DATADG and ACFSDG. The diskgroup DATADG is for the Oracle Database files and Clusterware 
OCR and voting disk files.. Two databases RACDB1 and RACDB2 store the database files in two directories of 
ASM files in the diskgroup ‘DATADG’: 

 

     

Oracle clusterware (11g or 12c) need to storage OCR and voting disk files in DATADG. 

The diskgroup ACFSDG is for ACFS file systems. ACFS volumes are created in the ASM diskgroup ACFSDG 
through ADVM. Each of these volumes are managed by ADVM. Oracle ACFS can be created on these volumes,  
Oracle ADVM provides the standard devices driver interface for ACFS to access these volumes. These ACFS file 
systems are mounted under given OS mount points, for example, /acfs1, /acfs2, /acfs3. These ACFs file systems 
can store general-purpose files. For the ACFS from Oracle 12c Grid Infrastructure, these ACFS systems can also be 
used to store Oracle Database files. 
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Figure 2: An example of Oracle ASM, ADVM and ACFS configuration 

 

 

Oracle ACFS and Oracle Clusterware  

 

 Starting with Oracle Grid infrastructure 11gR2, Oracle ASM is tightly coupled with Oracle clusterware, so is Oracle ACFS which is is based on 

Oracle ASM. Oracle ACFS directly participate Clusterware cluster membership state transaction and resource based high availability (HA) 

management. Oracle ACFS itsef is a cluster enabled file system that can shared by multiple cluster nodes. This is part of reason that Oracle 12c RAC 

database files can stored in Oracle ACFS as Oracle ACFS files are can be accessed with the unified name space through all the nodes in the cluster.  

 

Oracle ACFS Resource-based Management: 

      

Oracle Clusterware resource support ACFS. These resources are responsible for enabling and disabling volumes, load drivers, and mounting and 

unmounting the file systems. As a result, when Oracle ASM instance starts, It also starts the Oracle ACFS driver, Oracle ADVM driver, Oracle 

Kernel Service drivers (OKS).Oracle ACFS file system can be automatically mounted or dismounted based on Oracle clusterware resource action 

dismounted based on Oracle Clusterware resource action. You also can manually mount or dismount using Oracle ACFS or Oracle Clusterware 

command line tools. 

 

Oracle ACFS with Flex ASM for higher flexibility, scalability and availability  

Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12c introduced Oracle Flex ASM. Oracle ACFS with Oracle Flex ASM provides a higher flexibility, scalability and 
availability.  Prior to Oracle 12c, there are following limitation of the ASM: 

 

•  Each cluster node has to have an ASM instance. The ASM instance costs CPU and memory as shown in figure 3. 

• The Oracle ASM instance failure will cause DB instance failure 

 

 

 
Figure 4: Standard 12c ASM and pre-12c ASM 

 

Oracle 12c introduced the Flex ASM as  an option on Oracle 12c Grid Infrastructure which can be enabled or disabled. With this option, a small # of  

ASM instances run on the cluster nodes (default 3, specified by admin). The  database  instances connects to any ASM instance  in local node or in a 

remote node. Figure 4 shows that   database instances on node 1, 3, 4 connect to the local ASM instance while database instances node2 connect to 
the remote ASM instance on node1.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Flex ASM in Oracle 12c 

 

In a Flex ASM configuration, there are two kinds of Oracle ASM configurations: 

• Local ASM clients connect to local ASM instance 

• Flex ASM clients connect to a remote ASM instance 

As a part of Flex ASM , ASM network is added among the cluster nodes during the Oracle Grid Infrastructure Installation as shown in  
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Figure 5. The ASM network is designed for for communication between ASM clients and ASM instance. In Oracle 12cR1, the ASM network can 

share the same physical network with cluster private interconnect 

 

 
 

Figure 6 : ASM network share the same network with cluster private interconnect 
 

Oracle ACFS cat advantage of Flex ASM for higher flexibility, scalability and availability .In this configuration, the database instance  

can connect to remote ASM instance if local ASM instance fails.  ADVM and Oracle ACFS file system leverage the Flex ASM for a better HA 

 as ADVM and ACFS utilize an Oracle ASM proxy to connect remote ASM instance. 

 

Configuring Oracle ACFS 

 

This session will discuss the configuration of Oracle ACFS with an a few example. 

 

As prerequisites of Oracle ACFS, Oracle Grid infrastructure (GI) and Oracle ASM need to be installed and configured successfully. 

You can verify it with the crsctl check crs command::  

 

 

You also can check if the oracle ASM instance is running: 

 

Also need to make sure that three required oracleacfs, oracle advm and oracleoks modules are loaded: These modules should be automatically loaded 
in Oracle 12c RAC. 

 

 

Outline of the ACFS creation:  

 

To create an Oracle ACFS, you will need to perform the following steps: 

  

            . Create ASM diskgroup for the ACFS volumes. 

[grid@inmem1 bin]$ /u01/app/12.1.0/grid/bin/crsctl check crs 

CRS-4638: Oracle High Availability Services is online 

CRS-4537: Cluster Ready Services is online 

CRS-4529: Cluster Synchronization Services is online 

CRS-4533: Event Manager is online 

[grid@inmem1 bin]$ ps -ef | grep pmon | grep ASM 

grid      31863      1  0  2015 ?        00:10:36 asm_pmon_+ASM1 

 

   [root@inmem1 ~]# lsmod | grep oracle 

   Oracleacfs           3307969  3 

   oracleadvm          506254  8 

   oracleoks             505749  2 oracleacfs,oracleadvm 
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            . Create ASM volumes 

            . Create ACFS file system 

 

Oracle offers several tools for ACFS creation. You can pick one of them to create the ACFS file system” 

• ASMCA GUI tool 

• Oracle Enterprise Manager   

• ASMCMD command line  tool 

• SQLPLUS 

 

 

In the following example, we will show how to  create an Oracle ACFS with ASMCMD command line tool: 

 

 

Now you can see the new ACFS file system mounted to /acfs_vol1: 

 

 

 

The following shows an example to create ACFS with asmca GUI tool 

 

Step 1: Create ASM volume “SAN_ACFS_VM” in ASM diskgroup “SAN_ACFS” as shown in figure 7 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7: Create ASM volumes with asmca GUI: 

 

Step 2: Create a ACFS file system on the ASM volume . As a part of creation, you need to run the ACFS script as a root user on one of cluster node. 

 

Step1: Create ASM volume “acfs_vm1” in ASM diskgroup “ACFSDG1” 

ASMCMD> volcreate -G ACFSDG1 -s 1g acf_vm 

 

Setp2: Create ACFS file system on ASM volume  

 mkfs -t acfs  /dev/asm/acf_vm1-105 

 mkfs.acfs: version                   = 12.1.0.1.0 

mkfs.acfs: on-disk version           = 39.0 

mkfs.acfs: volume                    = /dev/asm/acf_vm1-105 

mkfs.acfs: volume size               = 1073741824 

mkfs.acfs: Format complete. 

Step3: Mount the acfs file to an OS mount /acfs_01 

     #mkdir /acfs_vol1 

                                    #/sbin/acfsutil  registry -a /dev/asm/acf_vm1-105 /acfs_vol1 

                                     acfsutil registry: mount point /acfs_vol1 successfully added to Oracle Registry 

# df -k | grep 'Filesystem \|asm' 

Filesystem            1K-blocks   Used      Available  Use%   Mounted on 

/dev/asm/acf_vm1-105 1048576     119112    929464     12%   /u01/acfs/asm_vol1 
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Figure 8: Create ACFS  

As a part of creation, you need to run the ACFS script as a root user on one of cluster node. 

# /u01/app/grid/cfgtoollogs/asmca/scripts/acfs_script.sh 

ACFS file system /SSD_ACFS is mounted on nodes inmem1,inmem2 

 

 

Creating a ACFS for Oracle Database 

 

With the ACFS file system mounted in /SAN_ACFS mount above, you can use this ACFS file system for an Oracle RAC database.  

Step1 : change the ACFS file system ownership to oracle:oinstallm 

          

            #chown –R oracle:oinstall /SAN_ACFS 

 

Step 2 (Optional) you can create an Oracle ACFS file system for shared RAC Home. You also can chose to use local file system for Oracle  

           RAC home. I would prefer that as this will give me  the option to do the rooloing upgrade of the Oracle software. 

 

 

 

 

databases in cloud 

 

B. Configuration of Oracle ACFS  

1 . Installation and configuration of Oracle ACFS 

2. Create ACFS for Oracle RAC home 

3. Create ACFS for Oracle Databases 
4.create ACFS for applications 

# /u01/app/grid/cfgtoollogs/asmca/scripts/acfs_script.sh 

ACFS file system /SSD_ACFS is mounted on nodes inmem1,inmem2 

 

[root@inmem1 ~]# df -k | grep 'Filesystem \|asm' 

Filesystem                                1K-blocks      Used               Available     Use% Mounted on 

/dev/asm/SAN_acfs_vm-329 5077204992 3978716232 1098488760  79% /SAN_ACFS 
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Figure 9: Create ACFS for Oracle RAC home 

 

C. Leverage Advanced features of ACFS: 
 

Step 3: Create an Oracle RAC database on ACFS. Oracle 12c ACFS supports Oracle database files for Oracle 12c database as well as well as 

 pre-12c DBs  such as Oracle 11.2.0.4. You can choose the Oracle ACFS file systems for the database locations in dbca as show below: 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Create database on Oracle ACFS with dbca 

After dbca, you can see the 12c RAC database configuration  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Oracle database files in Oracle ACFS 

 

Leverage Oracle ASFS Snapshot Feature 

 

This session will discuss how to leverage an important feature of Oracle ACFS snapshot and how to use this feature to create 
a backup of the database. This backup of the database is especially useful as a clone of the database for development and test 
purpose. 
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An Oracle ACFS snapshot is an online, read-only or read-write, point in time copy of the Oracle ACFS file system. Once it is 
created, it is immediately available, always online and it can be resized. The snapshot is stored in the file system    

. ACFS/snaps directory. For example, as shown below, the Oracle ACFS file system mount point is /SAN_ACFS, its 
snapshot is in /SAN_ACFS/. ACFS/snaps.  It has the same contents as in /SAN_ACFS 

 

 
 

A snapshot shot can be read-only or Read-write. A read-write snapshot can be read and written without impacting  

of ACFS system. You can use it as a copy of the production system for testing without impacting the original production data. 

To make a read-write snapshot, you need to set  the diskgroup compatibility attribute  for ADVM set to 11.2.0.3.0 or higher. 

You also can take a snapshot for another snapshot, or convert a snapshot between read-only and read-write once you set the 
diskgroup compatibility attribute  for ADVM to 12.1 or higher)  

 

 

  

You can use the Oracle ACFS snapshot feature to perform a database backup or clone if the database version is  in 11.20.4 or 
higher  is stored in Oracle ACFS 12.1.  To do a database backup using snapshot, first you need to verify if all the database files 
stored in the ACFS file system: 

 

 

 

 

The commands to create a snapshot :  

     #acfsutil snap create snapshot_name  ACFS_name 

  To check the snapshot status: 

     #acfsutil snap info ACFS_name 

 
 

oracle@inmem1 ACFSDB]$ pwd 

/SAN_ACFS/db_acfs/ACFSDB 

[oracle@inmem1 ACFSDB]$ ls 

archivelog  controlfile  datafile  onlinelo 
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Then we can create an ACFS snapshot (read-only snapshot) 

 

 

 

We can check the snapshot status:  

 

And compare them with the original database files:  

 

The database files in the Snapshot 

 

 And the database files stored in the ACFS file system: 

              

#acfsutil snap create ro_dbsnap  /SAN_ACFS 

#acfsutil snap create: Snapshot operation is complete 

 
 

#acfsutil snap info                                    /SAN_ACFS 
                  snapshot name:                       ro_dbsnap 
                  snapshot location:                   /SAN_ACFS/.ACFS/snaps/ro_dbsnap 
                  RO snapshot or RW snapshot:  RO 
                  parent name:                              /SAN_ACFS 
                  snapshot creation time:           Wed Jan 30 14:48:43 2016 
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Restore the database from the snapshot 

 

 A  ACFS snapshot taken for the database can be used to restore the database in case  the original database files in  

     the ACFS system is lost. The snapshot can also be used to clone the database to other location for development and test 
propose.  The restore is a simply step as you just need to copy the files from the snapshot to the original directories or a 
directory with the OS copy command such as cp command on Linux. For example, to restore the database with the snapshot 
taken in the previous example, we copy the related files from the snape directories to the original database file locations: 

 

    

Then you can just start the startup the database after restore. 

 

 

 

ASM or ACFS for Database 

 

With the support of Oracle database files by Oracle ACFS 12c, we have a new storage option for Oracle Databases. Based on 
the support matrix and features of Oracle ACFS, we can highlight some of considerations when it comes to the selection of 
storage for Oracle database.  

For a single alone database, an easier solution is to use a regular OS file system such as Linux and Windows file system. If you 
want to use ASM, you would need to install Oracle Grid infrastructure for single node which include Oracle Restart and ASM. 

In this case, you would have to use Oracle ASM not Oracle ASFS as Oracle ACFS doesn’t support an database files and redo 
logs file in a Oracle Restart configuration. 

 

cp -r /SAN_ACFS/.ACFS/snaps/ro_dbsnap/db_acfs/ACFSDB/archivelog/* 
/SAN_ACFS/db_acfs/ACFSDB/archivelog 

 cp -r /SAN_ACFS/.ACFS/snaps/ro_dbsnap/db_acfs/ACFSDB/archivelog/* 
/SAN_ACFS/db_acfs/ACFSDB/archivelog 

  cp /SAN_ACFS/.ACFS/snaps/ro_dbsnap/db_acfs/ACFSDB/onlinelog/* /SAN_ACFS/db_acfs/ACFSDB/onlinelog  

  cp /SAN_ACFS/.ACFS/snaps/ro_dbsnap/db_acfs/ACFSDB/datafile/* /SAN_ACFS/db_acfs/ACFSDB/datafile 
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For an Oracle RAC database, you need to consider the following factors for the selection of the storage.  

 

• It is recommended to use  Oracle ASM for the shared storage configuration and regular OS file system usually 
doesn’t provides the support for the  shared file system as ASM does. 

• Only Oracle ACFS in the Oracle Grid Infrastructure 12.1 and higher supports Oracle ACFS for database. 

• Pre-11.2.0.4 databases are not supported by ACFS. 

• Pre-12.1.0.2 Oracle databases on Windows are not supported by ACFS. 

• One of important reasons to use ACFS for database is to leverage some ACFS features such as snapshot – for 
test and development, which is not available in regular ASM. 

• ASM and ACFS offer similar performance 

• ACFS is built on ASM and has all the benefits of ASM management 

• Oracle Databases Appliance uses ACFS for all databases. 
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